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GO HUG

YOUR MOM!

ABOUT THE BOOK
I am happy to introduce my first book called

The World According to Bess, a funny,

unfiltered memoir of life lessons from my 90-

year-old mom, featuring her wit and wisdom for being your Bess't self.
 

The book is a combination of Mom’s comedic anecdotes and warm-hearted

sentiments. As I share the last several years with her, I’ve put together Bess’s

thoughts on how to keep life simple and meaningful. This quick, quirky, and

funny read is real and raw, and can fittingly be described as a cross between

Chicken Soup for the Soul and Sh*t My Dad Says.

 

May it make you smile, encourage you to focus on living a good life, and

nudge you to GO HUG YOUR MOM!
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ABOUT THE
AUTHOR

Bonnie Habyan is a marketer, author,
and motivational speaker. She is a

brand specialist and has worked with

CEOs and BUSINESSES IN THE

FINANCIAL SERVICES INDUSTRY.

 

She is currently a Chief Marketing
Officer for a commercial real estate

finance firm.
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She speaks on such topics as the

importance of building a meaningful

personal or corporate brand and how to

accelerate your company’s growth.

 

 

 

 

BONNIE IS MARRIED TO EX-MAJOR

LEAGUE PITCHER JOHN HABYAN AND

HAS A 25-YEAR-OLD DAUGHTER, HOLLY.

THE WORLD ACCORDING TO BESS

IS BONNIE'S FIRST BOOK. SHE

CREDITS HER MOM with teaching her

many life lessons that have helped

 mold who she has become. 
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Author Bonnie Habyan Debuts Funny
Memoir About Mom on Her 91st Birthday

Bluffton, SC -June 1, 2022 –Author Bonnie Habyan today announced the

publishing of The World According to Bess, a funny, unfiltered memoir with

life lessons from her 90-year-old mom. The book will launch on her mom’s

91st birthday on June 6 and features hilarious and endearing childhood

memories and adult insights and anecdotes. 

The memoir reflects generational differences with both eye-raising comments

and hysterical commentary, integrated with sweet and raw moments shared

between an aging parent and an adult daughter.

Book Features Comical Anecdotes Integrated

with Real Life Lessons and Wisdom



 

Our moms are the lens through

which we see life. With Bess, while

growing up, that lens was often

pretty funny and off-color. At the

same time, in threading together

the five plus decades of her view

and perspectives, her golden

nuggets of wisdom clearly surface,

and her evergreen principles are

timeless.

 

The World According to Bess is Habyan’s first book and she says

watching her mom age has been enlightening.

 

“Moms’ perspectives are wise, but as they approach ninety, they get a
little crazy and downright funny. That’s just what we need to keep

things real in a complex world.”
 

Habyan was born in Baltimore and raised in Bel Air, Maryland. She lived in

Long Island, New York for twenty-five years before recently moving to

Bluffton, South Carolina.  She is married to former major league baseball

player, John Habyan, and has one daughter, Holly, who is in law school.

The book is available on Amazon and Barnes and Noble. 

 

FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.MEETBONNIEH.COM

Habyan says the book is a love letter to her mom and sheds

intriguing insight into generational differences while

providing meaningful wisdom with levity and laughter.
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